Professional Development Seminars & Workshops: Research Tactics and Skills Series 2012–2013

The Government will soon provide funding for research to academic staff of self-financing institutions on a competitive basis. To facilitate capitalization of the funding opportunity, a series of seminars and workshops on research tactics and skills is being organized for academic staff.

Seminar 2

Research Code of Conduct and Paper Writing

Time: 10:00 am – 11:30 am, 28 November 2012
Venue: C0311, Ho Man Tin Campus
Speaker: Prof. K C Ho
Dean, School of Science and Technology
The Open University of Hong Kong
Contents:

- Guidelines and procedures of research ethics compliance
- Integrity issues and conflict of interests
- Ways to avoid plagiarism
- Identifying journals for paper submission
- What editors look for
- Common review criteria
- Styles and formats for research paper
- Experience sharing/practical examples

For details of other topics, please visit CRIDAL’s Website:
http://www.ouhk.edu.hk/cridal/

Organized by:

For enquiries, please contact
Ms Helen Lam
Tel.: (852) 2768 6251
Email: hlam@ouhk.edu.hk